Lifetime measurements down to nearly liquid helium temperatures are used for determining energy levels and transition rates between excited levels and relaxations into the ground state. Energies are obtained from temperature dependent lifetimes by fitting experimental curves to model functions pertinent for thermally activated processes. Rates are calculated from solutions of rate equations. Similar parameters for pure and doped Pt(IV) hexahalogeno complexes indicate that excited levels largely belong to molecular units. Some of the rates between excited states are only somewhat larger than decay rates into the ground state, which is a consequence of the polyexponential decay measured also at low temperature (2 K). In the series of halogen complexes, the rates between spinorbit levels resulting from 3 Ti g increase from fluorine to bromine, although energy splittings become larger. Due to the decreasing population of higher excited states in this series, K^PtFö shows a tri-exponential, K^PtClö a bi-exponential and FoPtBre a mono-exponential decay. In the latter case the population density of higher excited states relaxes so fast that emission occurs primarily from the lowest excited F}( 3 Ti 9 ) level. Phase transitions and emission from chromophores on different sites can also be observed.
Introduction
A discussion of lifetime results obtained from emission spectra is based on reliable evaluations of measured decay curves. In the preceding article [1] (referred to as I in the following) the importance of statistical methods is outlined which allow a quality check of lifetime parameters obtained from luminescence decay measurements. Only if all statistical tests support non-rejection of model functions assumed in the starting hypothesis, the results can be used for physical interpretations. In case one of the various test statistics fails, the hypothesis is to be dismissed and another trial function must be chosen for fitting the measured lifetime curve which is expected to be more appropriate for simulating the radiative decay. Some procedures for obtaining suitable hypothesis functions have been demonstrated in I, using lifetime Reprint requests to Prof. Dr. H.-H. Schmidtke. results on various Pt(IV) hexahalogeno complexes as appropriate examples.
The intensity of light emission, decaying with time, depends on several external parameters which ought to be specified for characterizing a lifetime curve: these are the length of the excitation pulse t exc , the wavenumbers of excitation P exc and, for more detailed interpretation, of light detection z> det where the emission is monitored. Most instructive is, in addition, the temperature dependence of lifetimes, which will be the main object in this part of the investigation.
Each of the exponentials in the time function simulating the decay experiments exhibits a different temperature dependence supplying informations on the emitting levels in the system. This is exemplified by temperature dependent lifetime measurements on some of the Pt(IV) systems as listed in Table 1 respective doped systems in I), we safely can exclude levels to be involved which result from imperfections, traps or derealization of electronic levels. We therefore can assume that photophysical rates of thermally activated processes, obtained from fitting temperature dependent lifetime curves, furnish at least preliminary data on seperated molecules in the crystals, i. e. on excited states, their degeneracies and relative transition rates belonging primarily to the complex molecules (see discussion in I). In general, these results are not easily available from other measurements, e. g. from absorption spectra, due to unadequate resolution. Energies and degeneracies could be compared with levels obtained from quantum chemical calculations. Assignments to different energy levels are confirmed by time resolved luminescence spectra exhibiting specific shifts of peak intensities. In one case, the results indicate the presence of different bromo complexes located on non-equivalent sites in the crystal, also a phase transition at low temperature becomes apparent from discontinuities in the temperature curves of lifetimes.
All experiments are carried out with the equipment already described in I.
Results
Radiative lifetimes were measured from microcrystalline Pt(IV) compounds reported in I at temperatures between 11 K and room temperature. The intensities (photon counts) were monitored at the respective maximum of emission. At each temperature the decay curve is fitted to linear combinations of exponentials using (12) and (13) of I. The fitting procedure supplies time constants r t and amplitudes A, and Bi, valid for this temperature. The results were checked by test statistics; all prove values obtained are within the limits for non-rejection of the hypothesis function (see I). Separate evaluations of rise time and decay periods supplied identical sets of time constants within the time resolution available from the equipment.
The temperature dependence of each of the time constants t, is illustrated by ln(l/r;) -1/T plots, from which some of them are given in Figs. 1 to 4. Except for K 2 PtBr 6 , the temperature dependence of lifetimes supplies in all cases steadily varying functions with temperature differing for each r x . While the longer living components t\ and t 2 show a strong temperature dependence at higher temperature, the short living component 73, when observable, does not exhibit a temperature course in the entire region investigated. At lower temperatures (< 30 K), all lifetimes proved to be temperature independent within the accuracy of measurements. At temperatures > 90 K, all Ti and t2 plots exhibit a substantial increase of 1/r.
In Fig. 5 and 6 , time resolved luminescence spectra of two of the complexes are shown. The short time spectrum, recorded during the first 50 fis after turning off the excitation pulse, has its intensity maximum at higher energy compared to the long time spectrum, which is monitored within the time interval between 200 and 300 (is. This shift is not large but well defined in view of the fact that the bands are relatively broad showing no further resolution. thermally activated decay is not possible. Emission only results from the lowest excited level with the lifetime constant t\ n m which is the long time component T\. The corresponding rate constant for this emission is k\y im = l/rni m , where k\\ im is identical with kio in Figure 7 . Assignment of the long time component to the lowest emitting state is supported by time-resolved spectra in which the long time spectral bands belong to lower energy than the short time spectra (cf. Fig. 5 and 6). The k\ H m values obtained for the compounds investigated are compiled in Table 1 .
The measured lifetime r close to zero temperature largely corresponds to the natural (intrinsic) lifetime TO which represents the radiative part of decay with the rate k rd d in
T
The non-radiative part is further partitioned into intraand intermolecular rates as
In addition, other photophysical or photochemical processes may act as decay channels. We therefore can assume that non-radiative contributions are relatively small at low temperature. The 
Discussion

Low Temperature Region
In the region where the lifetimes are in fact temperature independent, the discussion of the decay kinetics is straightforward. At low temperature, thermal population of higher electronic levels and therefore intramolecular parts are known to be negligible if the electronic energy gap between the emitting state and the ground level is large (in our case > 15000 cm -1 ) and is bridged by a large number (25 to 70) of vibrational quanta [2] , which are 214 cm -1 for K 2 PtBr 6 and 600 cm -1 for K 2 PtF6. For Cr(III) amine complexes, e. g., 5 to 6 N-H vibrational quanta bridging the electronic gap are sufficient to explain the fc nra d rate constants which amount almost entirely to the measured total rates (very small quantum yields [3, 4] ), i. e. for larger gaps k Tad should become dominant. Intermolecular non-radiative transitions are, however, finite: in the series of hexachloro-and hexabromoPt(IV) complexes with different alkali ions a change of long living lifetime components r\ ij m is well observed (cf. Table 1 of I). A plot against atomic (Goldschmitt) radii [5] of the counter ions illustrates a close linear dependence of lifetimes on the Pt-Pt distance of complex neighbors. The relation does not hold for the sodium salt where another decay mechanism must be discussed.
Hexachloro complex compounds doped with Pt ions have decay constants comparable to their pure compounds (cf. Table 1 of I), indicating that energy transfer occurs between electronic levels which are predominantly located at the complex molecules. In general, somewhat longer lifetimes are expected for the doped materials compared to corresponding pure materials due to longer atomic distances between guest ions in case of statistical distribution. This is observed for the presently investigated compounds, except for K 2 SnCl 6 :Pt 4+ , for which slightly shorter lifetimes t\ and r 2 have been obtained compared to K 2 PtClö (see Table 1 of I). This observation is, however, not unique: also for systems such [6, 7] .
The main part to the decay from the first excited level at low temperature therefore can be attributed to radiative transition. Although quantum yields are not known, the very intensive red to orange red luminescence of all hexahalogeno platinates is also indicative for this.
The importance of radiative contribution to these rates can be confirmed as well by the Crosby formula relating the radiative part to the spin-orbit coupling constants Q of the central ion and the ligating atoms [8] . For octahedral coordination, the rate is ~ to " 7 i= 1
where K is a constant for a complex series of identical geometry. Table 2 shows the intrinsic lifetimes TO calculated from (3) when using Pt(IV) spin-orbit coupling constants as indicated [9] [10] [11] , and for the halogens F (250 cm-1 ), Cl (600 cm" 1 ) and Br (2500 cm-1 ) [8] [9] . The constant K = 9.8 • 10 -4 sec -1 cm -1 is determined by an iterative procedure. The calculated numbers agree quite well with the Ti ii m from the emission experiments, confirming the preponderant radiative nature of lifetimes at measured temperatures close to zero. The disagreement obtained for the more covalent bromo complex may result from the Br coupling constant because parameters of the free ions have been used for ligands. The error allowance when calculating radiative lifetimes from (3) demonstrates corresponding results for some Rh(III) complexes in Table 2 as they were reported by Demas and Crosby [8] , Intrinsic lifetimes calculated from also oscillator strengths [12] suffer from errors resulting from the intensity integration of the absorption band which must correspond entirely to the transition in emission. In our case, the agreement with the experimental T] ii m values is not much satisfying; the trend in the halogeno series, extending over two orders of magnitude is, however, well reproduced.
High Temperature Region
The longer living terms with T\ and TI in the lifetime curves, (13) of I, show large decreases towards higher temperature, cf. Figs. 1 to 4 . This can have various reasons. Photochemical processes due to decomposition can be excluded since repeated measurements on the same sample supply equal lifetime behavior. Spontaneous emission due to vibronically induced transitions is also very improbable because in this case the temperature dependence of the radiative rate fc ra j would follow a coth(ftu;/2kT) function with uj representing a mean fundamental frequency of vibration inducing the electronic transition [13, 14] . A fitting of experimental data to this function turns out to be highly unsuccessful except for K2PtF 6 , where moderate agreement can be obtained in the low temperature region between 15 and 50 K with a parameter adjustment of hw = 110±5cm -1 , which is at variance with any of the fundamental metal-ligand frequencies reported for this compound [15] . Therefore, vibronical induction can also be excluded from participating in the transition mechanism.
We therefore attribute the cause of the temperature dependence to thermally activated processes due to Boltzmann population of higher excited levels. In fact, all lifetime curves of the Pt(IV) complexes in Figs. 1 to 4 can be fitted very well (by iterative least squares method) to decay functions as
where km m is the temperature independent rate in the limit of T -• 0, i. e. k l \ im = (r^im) -1 as discussed before, and the AEi(i) are activation energies obtained from the fitting procedure. All experimental curves can be well reproduced by (4) when for the long-living components t\ two or three (in case of the bromo-complex) energy depending terms are taken in the sum, and for the short-living components tj only one. The result of the parameter adaptation obtained is compiled in Table 1 . We conclude that activation processes extend over maximally three excited states. Since the emission intensity towards higher temperature is lower, the errors of the activation energies are relatively large. The reliability of the energy values can be checked, e. g., by comparing the results of the long-and short-living components AE(L) and AE(S), which are related to the term energies Ei (I= 1, 2, ... with increasing energy), by
AE { (S) = E 3 -E 2 .
From these equations we expect the identity
We see that this relation holds very well for KoPtFö (the AE difference of the L component 498 cm -1 agrees with 495 cm -1 from the S component) and K 2 PtCl 6 (328 cm -1 and 320 cm -1 ). For the other systems, the differences are larger and their agreements are less satisfactory, which could be explained for instance by additional activation barriers arising from potential curve crossings of energy levels involved that must be surmounted when transferring energy from one level to another. The simulation of the long time component t\ by two exponentials in (4) and the short time component by one exponential in connection with the above energy relations strongly supports the assignment of the long-living level to the lower and the short-living level to the higher excited state.
These states are certainly not vibrational levels belonging to excited electronic states. Comparison of the activation energies from Table 1 obtained by the fitting procedure with the vibrational fundamentals reported for the Raman and IR spectra of hexahalogeno complexes [15] [16] [17] shows no agreements, neither qualitatively (six vibrational modes could be active) nor quantitatively (most of the AEi are much larger than vibrational quanta). Moreover, deactivation from vibrational levels in general is so fast that emission from vibronically excited states to the ground state cannot be observed by the experimental equipment available to us.
The excited levels involved, therefore, must be electronic states. From the close conformity of decay constants (Table 1 of I) as well as similar activation energies AE r (Table 1 of this work) for pure and corresponding doped complexes we conclude, as mentioned, that these levels are molecular states predominantly localized at individual Pt(IV) complex units. The activation energies then correspond in fair approximation to energy differences between electronic levels in the term scheme of molecular complexes (see Fig. 7 and listings in Table 3 ). Since the 73 component of K^PtFö is temperature independent over the whole range investigated (cf. Fig. 1 ), the next higher energy level i = 4 over those plotted in Fig. 7 must lie more than 800 cm -1 above r 3 ( 3 Ti p ), which cannot be thermally occupied.
The AEiii) parameters obtained from the fit to (4) are, however, generally smaller than the energy differences derived from absorption spectra, because the latter refer to Franck-Condon transitions starting from nuclear configurations of the ground state, while energies obtained from emission spectra are those resulting from the equilibrium geometry of the excited states. Since corresponding potential curves are expected to be shifted due to the change of orbital occupation from t\ g to t 5 2g e g , the excited and the ground state have different geometry. Also, activation energy to higher level occupation may contribute to varying AEi parameters. The energies derived from absorption spectra of Pt 4+ doped in Cs 2 GeF 2 are AE\ = 839 cm-1 and AE 2 = 2539 cm -1 [15] , for K 2 PtCl 6 AEi = 900cm-1 and AE 2 = 1000cm -1 [10] . Although they differ considerably from the present life time measurements, the level sequence F3 < J5 < r 4 in both cases is identical. We also carried out temperature dependent luminescence spectra [18] . From 20 to 200 K the emission band of all halogeno complexes loses the vibrational fine structure and assumes a broad band with a maximum shifting in case of K 2 PtCl 6 from 15035 to 15450 cm -1 . Since the emission intensity decreases drastically with temperature, band analyses for determining energies of more than one emitting state cannot be carried out. Also quantum chemistry calculations of excited states for different metal-ligand atomic distances supporting the present views are not possible with sufficient accuracy. The rates k im between levels I and m are defined, from the rate equations of an iV-level system which describe the relaxation of the excited level I with occupation number n/, by [19] 
The number of parameters can be reduced when assuming detailed balance relations between transition rates ki m and k m i, yielding [20, 21] 
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where AEi m is the energy gap between levels I and m, and gi, g m are their degrees of degeneracy. Moreover, the kio parameters are known from limits t x ij m for T ->0 which are different for long (i= 1) and short (i = 2) components (see above). The other ki m and the degeneracies are calculated by fitting the roots 1 /t; of the characteristic equation belonging to (7) to the experiment. This procedure is quite common in the case of a 3-level system, for which the solutions are given in analytical form [20] [21] [22] . For a higher level system the evaluation uses iterative procedures leading to approximate solutions. Orders of magnitude are obtained from the si coefficients of (4), which become respective rate constants for T -• 00
and kim = kio, k m o-For determining degeneracies, several trial calculations with different gi parameter sets have been carried out to obtain maximal agreement with the experimental data from the Arrhenius curves. In all cases, the degeneracy numbers agree with the level degeneracies derived from absorption spectra and from energy level calculations which include spin-orbit coupling [10, 15] . Results, as far as they could be calculated with some reliability, are compiled in Table 3 .
A further indication for thermal population of higher excited levels is the above mentioned blue shift of luminescence bands with increasing temperature which is observed in the region higher than 100K [18] . Parallel to this, the saturation limit of intensity Ig for the long time component is decreased at higher temperature in favor of for the short time component (for definition see part I). Figure 9 illustrates these changes very well in the case of K2PtF 6 .
Phase Transitions and Multiple Sites
The Arrhenius diagram of K2PtBr 6 (Fig. 4) shows a discontinuity for both lifetimes T\ and r 2 occurring within a small range of temperature. The long time component t\, for instance, increases between 32 and 37 K from 86 to 1 860 us. Below 30 K, a biexponential decay, above 37 K a tri-exponential decay curve is obtained from the fitting procedure. The temperature dependence is non-chaotic in the temperature regions below and above, supplying reasonable parameter values for lifetimes and activation energies. This indicates a phase transition of the crystal at a temperature between 32 and 37 K, changing the environment of Pt(IV) chromophores in such a way that the radiative decay kinetics is different. Several other phase transitions have been reported from thermal analysis of K2PtBr 6 (space group at normal conditions is Fm3m) at temperatures between 78 and 169 K [23, 24] . A further phase change may occur at lower temperature which, to our knowledge, has not been observed so far. Far infrared spectra recorded at 10 K and 40 K on a Bruker Fourier transform instrument IFS 113 f show absorption band changes below 50 cm -1 energy, i. e.only in the region of lattice vibrations that is indicative for a phase transition [18] . The results obtained from K^PtBrö are different from the other Pt compounds investigated in another respect: the tri-exponential decay yields three different lifetime parameters t\ to 73, and the Arrhenius fit carried out for two of the diagrams above the phase transition temperature (the third cannot be evaluated because of large uncertainties due to low intensity, cf. Figure 4) supplies very similar activation energies AE\ and AE 2 for the lifetimes T\ and T2 (cf. Table 1 ). These data can be explained by the presence of at least three inequivalent sites A, B, and C in the crystal lattice (indications for similar AE 3 values are also obtained from the 73 decay component). The chromophores on these sites, therefore, have comparable energy level schemes, but due to the large sensitivity of lifetimes caused by the environment they decay differently.
The time resolved spectrum at 12 K of Fig. 5 shows emission from two levels of different lifetimes, which according to the peak shift differ in energy by 146 cm -1 . This number agrees well with the AE\ values of Table 3 obtained for sites A and B valid for temperatures higher than 35 K. While the level energies of the complex molecules are not changed very much by the phase transition, it is the environment which is responsible for the differences in lifetime. A further increase of temperature does not show any other unsteady changes of lifetimes although some more phase transitions have been reported for K.2PtBr 6 at higher temperature [23, 24] , The absence may be explained by increased non-radiative transitions, also through other channels playing a role at higher temperature, which are known to be less sensitive with respect to environmental changes [25] .
In a real crystal, the complexes occupy in general sites which are, although being crystallographically equivalent, only approximately equal, which for instance gives rise to inhomogeneous line broadening. Since varying environments lead to different time dependences of luminescence, we expect for an arbitrary distribution of sites with more or less distorted neighborhoods a large number of different lifetimes of similar size which are Gaussian distributed around a maximum that represents the mean value. James and Ware [26] pointed out that multiexponential decay with normal distributed lifetime parameters can be falsely interpreted as bi-exponential decay from evaluating experimental lifetime curves. We have checked this by calculation and found that a decay function of only seven exponentials with normal distributed lifetimes r x and intensity limits P s (see I) yielding a gaussian distribution indeed can be fitted very well to a bi-exponential decay function supplying a test statistics which is within the limits for non-rejection of the model function (cf. I). Therefore a distinction between multi-and bi-exponential decay in principle could not be possible. Further evaluations should be carried out. In our case we have looked into the T-distributions measured for FoPtClö, considering a larger series of exponentials in the decay curve, registering the lifetimes t z (i = 1,2,...) at varying temperatures. We could show that most of these lifetimes lead to chaotic temperature dependences in the Arrhenius plot which, as we mentioned in I, is a matter of rejection of multi-exponential functions for this compound.
Conclusions
The relative size of decay parameters obtained for the present Pt(IV) complexes is somewhat different to most of other transition metal compounds, which has its origin in the emissions of several excited states with relatively close lying energies. The rate parameters ki m between the excited levels I and m are in some cases only slightly larger than the rates kio to the ground state, and the neighboring energy level differences AEi m are found between 70 to 800 cm -1 for the first three dxcited states. Even at 2 K the decay is poly-exponential for all compounds investigated.
Emission of K3Co(CN)3, for comparison, also occurs from several excited states (spin-orbit levels of 3 Ti g ). The decay curve is, however, monoexponential (see I) also at higher temperature because the kinetics between the excited levels is much faster than the deactivation to the electronic ground state. Rates between excited states of Co(III) and Rh(III) complexes are reported being of the order of 10 10 s~' [27, 28] .
On the other hand, if emission from higher excited states is apparent from the lifetime curves, the energy difference between the excited states should be larger than a certain number of vibrational quanta bridging the energy gap [2] [3] [4] , In this case the transition probability for radiationless transitions is only a minor part of the measured kio rates, and the ki m between the emitting levels can be neglected. Emission resulting from different excited states violating Kasha's rule is eventually observed in different energy regions. The situation for Pt(IV) compounds, as we see, seems to be in part different. It fits neither completely into the picture for fast interexcited state kinetics nor into that for large energy differences. The reason for the slow kinetics between close lying excited states probably results from more strictly obeyed selection rules between excited states inferred from different spin-orbit coupling and crystal symmetry effects, such that the transition probability regime proves to be superior to the thermal equilibrium regime [32] .
